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Understanding the Importance of
Back-Office Functions
When it comes to scaling a business and increasing revenue, day-to-day functions are rarely the first
things that come to mind. Our imagination normally goes into marketing mode: How can we sell more?
How can we amplify our brand awareness? Who is our next M&A target? 
 
Yet, it is the back-office functions that are the backbone of any thriving organisation. When back-office
operations are running smoothly, the business is set up for success. Productivity will be high, and costs
will be stable, which is the aim of any profitable organisation. 
 
Improving the efficiency and effectiveness of back-office operations can add significant value to your
business. With global competition, there is a growing need for organisations to create a more streamlined
way of operating.  
 
This e-book looks at how you can capitalise on the back-office operation of processing supplier invoices
to transform the value into the task and ultimately to your business — in 5 simple ways. 
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 Data Capture1.
Systematically capturing data is one of the most basic yet effective means of transforming the invoice
processing part of an accounts payable function. The fundamental benefit is that an automated data
capture routine will read the invoice information and progress the process without human intervention
whenever an invoice arrives. The journey begins once the invoice comes in digital form (scanned or direct
via email). 
 
According to the 2021 
report, IOFM states that the approximate cost per invoice for companies using automation within their
AP process is            . For those less automated, the cost per invoice can be as much as             .  
 
Another benefit to having the invoice data automatically captured is that lots of value-add information is
also included. This provides visibility of processing times, invoice status, approval rates, and overall
quality assurance without the need to ask anyone. 

World Class AP Performance: Efficiency Benchmarking Metrics
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2. Intelligent Interpretation
A template-based invoice capturing system will require the input of Accounts Payable resources to
extract information from individual styles and formats that different suppliers will send. A non-template-
based system will identify keywords and phrases to automatically extract the data without dependence
on style, format, or layout. 
 
AP functions will gain the greatest value at this stage of supplier invoice processing by investing in an
intuitive, non-template-based automated system. 

3. Effective Validation

4. Workflow Acceleration

Automated invoice validation provides the ability to identify issues like duplicates, out-of-date invoices, and
incorrect pricing. This facilitates early detection and rejection, by informing the associated supplier, again
without the need for human intervention. 

These are things that traditionally relied on AP resources to address, but there is no logical reason for not
implementing this today to improve the speed and consistency of the process. 

Workflow automation for the likes of assigning invoices to approvers, matching purchase orders and goods
received data to supplier invoice data supports shorter processing cycle times. IOFM’s Fall 2020                                        
                                                                                                              report states that             of automated
invoices are paid on time, compared to             when not automated. 
 
Simple integration with other systems, such as finance/ERP, also helps streamline the AP function and the
human activity involved. The data collected also provides a powerful view for AP and expenditure analysis
and reporting. 

Measuring your Performance: Efficiency Benchmarks 42%
25%

5. Electronic Filing
Electronic filing is an added benefit that facilitates better storage, security, data protection, and easier access,
saving AP Managers time, money, and worry by having a digital approach to supplier invoice processing. 
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Have you realised the value of an optimised approach to
supplier invoice processing, yet?  
 
If you’re not convinced, there are plenty of questions that you
may have, and we are the people that can provide the answers.  
 
Glantus are at the forefront of AP innovation, having processed
more than $1.6 trillion worth of transactions to date.  
 
We want to assist you in performing at your best by equipping
you and your business with technology that truly liberates
people from the process. 
 
Thanks for reading. 

Conclusion
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